Genetically engineered mesenchymal stem cells: applications in spine therapy

Spine disorders and intervertebral disc degeneration are considered the main causes for the clinical condition commonly known as back pain. Spinal fusion by implanting autologous bone to produce bony bridging between the two vertebrae flanking the degenerated-intervertebral disc is currently the most efficient treatment for relieving the symptoms of back pain. However, donor-site morbidity, complications and the long healing time limit the success of this approach. Novel developments undertaken by regenerative medicine might bring more efficient and available treatments. Here we discuss the pros and cons of utilizing genetically engineered mesenchymal stem cells for inducing spinal fusion. The combination of the stem cells, gene and carrier are crucial elements for achieving optimal spinal fusion in both small and large animal models, which hopefully will lead to the development of clinical applications.
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Low back pain is a common medical and social problem of the adult population in the world today [1-3]. This condition is caused by a series of pathophysiological changes that result in degeneration of the intervertebral disc (IVD). With aging, the IVD undergoes alterations in volume, structure, shape, composition and biomechanical properties [1]. These alterations usually lead to spinal stenosis, a condition caused by narrowing of the spinal cord, leading to nerve pinching, which results in persistent pain in the buttocks, limping, lack of feeling in the lower extremities and decreased physical activity.

The most common surgical treatment for this condition is spinal fusion. The intent of fusion models is to stabilize the spinal column by removing intervertebral articulations and positioning the segments in an appropriate mechanically advantageous alignment. Lumbar spinal fusion ranks as the second most common lumbar spine procedure, with approximately 46,500 lumbar spinal arthrodeses performed each year in the USA. Autologous bone graft derived from the iliac crest is the gold standard used for spinal fusion. However, current surgical therapeutic techniques do not provide appropriate solution to the spinal disorders. First, complications involving surgical harvest of the autologous graft are relatively common and the incidence of morbidity is estimated at 7–25% [4]. Second, failure to achieve a solid bony union (nonunion or pseudoarthrosis) occurs in up to 30% of patients with single-level fusions and more frequently when multiple levels are attempted [5,6]. New biological approaches for spinal fusion have involved the use of bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) [7-9]. Recombinant human BMP-2 (rhBMP-2) has been approved by the US FDA for anterior lumbar interbody fusion and has significantly advanced the field of spine therapy. However, there are some potential limitations related to the use of such osteoinductive proteins:

* Higher doses of the protein were required in humans than those needed in animals trials;
* The BMP molecules are soluble and can diffuse away or become inactivated in vivo. Therefore, a single-administration dose strategy has a very limited duration of action and may not be ideal in certain spine fusion applications;
* Application of BMPs for spinal fusion requires the use of a collagen carrier and a metal cage, thus rendering the entire procedure an invasive one [10-15].

When genetically engineered mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are utilized in skeletal tissue engineering the cells have a dual function: first, they serve as the vehicles that deliver the gene-of-interest product and second, they provide the environment with a stem cells reservoir that can differentiate and form the desired tissue in response to the gene product. In addition, the cells need to be delivered to the target site in such a way that they can survive, proliferate...
and differentiate without being diluted at the implantation site. The success of this concept requires the combination of three main components, each of which has been well described separately in the literature. These components are: the stem cells, the osteogenic factors and the injectable carrier. This combination is a powerful tool that might be able to overcome most of the in vivo hurdles, but, conversely, is more complicated due to the many factors that influence the success of this approach. In the following sections, this article will discuss the different components of the genetically engineered MSC combination, the use of these components separately in the context of spinal fusion, and eventually the advances in and advantages of the combination of these components.

**Spinal fusion**

Spinal fusion, also known as spinal arthrodesis, aims to stabilize the movements of and decompress the pressure generated by vertebrae owing to IVD degeneration. Clinically, to achieve spinal fusion, a solid bone with corticated rim should bridge the gap between the two vertebrae. The fusion score is usually assessed radiographically with bridging trabeculae between the transverse processes or interbody space [16]. Two main surgical approaches are usually followed to achieve spinal fusion: the posterolateral approach and the anterior approach. The surgery to achieve spinal fusion is usually performed when conservative treatments with exercises and medications has failed. Molinari and Gerlinger demonstrated that the surgical treatment achieved a higher rate of return to full military duty than conservative treatments with exercises and medications [17]. Regenerative medicine is adopting novel approaches such as gene therapy, stem cells and scaffolds to enhance the efficiency of bone formation in regard to spinal fusion and to achieve less invasive procedures.

**Mesenchymal stem cells**

Stem cells are unique cells possessing two main features. The first is self-renewal and the second is the ability to give rise to differentiating cells under the appropriate conditions. In general, stem cells can be divided into two categories; the first category is embryonic stem (ES) cells, which together with the totipotent zygote present a cell population able to give rise to multitude of cell types and tissues [18]. The second category is adult stem cells. Adult stem cells constitute adult tissues, give rise to differentiated, tissue-specialized cells and are responsible for the regenerative capacities of tissues [19,20]. Generally, adult stem cells present a more limited range of differentiation lineages than ES cells. Compared with ES cells, adult stem cells are preferable for therapeutic purposes since they are considered safer for implantation, with lesser proliferation capacity and tumorigenicity [21]. Adult stem cells are also easier to differentiate to specific lineages, while ES cells can give a wide range of tissues following local implantation [21].

Mesenchymal stem cells were first described by Friedenstein and colleagues as a rare cell population that adhere to the plastic surface of culture vessels following initial plating in the presence of fetal calf serum [22]. A few days following this adherence, the cells start dividing and form homogenous clusters of fibroblast-like cells [22]. Human MSCs isolated from bone marrow (BM) aspirates collected from the iliac crest share a general immunophenotype and are uniformly positive for SH2 (CD105), SH3, CD29, CD44, CD71, CD90, CD106, CD120a and CD124, but are negative for CD14, CD34 and the leukocyte-common antigen CD45 [23]. In addition, the expression of VCAM-1, LFA-3 and HLA MHC class I molecules on human MSCs was shown by flow cytometry analysis, suggesting the ability of these cells to undergo appropriate interaction with T cells and to induce immunogenic tolerance [23,24].

MSCs can be found in a variety of adult tissues, mainly in the BM of long bone and iliac crest [23,25]. Another important novel source of MSCs is adipose tissue. Many reports have presented evidence that MSCs are present in the adipose tissue of humans and other species such as rat, pig and mouse [26–30]. This source might be more attractive than BM owing to the availability and accessibility of adipose tissue and the fact that it can be obtained with minimal risks for complications [31]. MSCs were shown to differentiate to various mesenchymal lineages, including bone, cartilage, adipose tissue, muscle and tendon [32].

The presence of MSCs at certain concentrations seems to significantly support the success of spinal fusion as these cells can respond to osteoinductive signals such as BMPs [31–35]. Nonselective enrichment of cancellous bone matrix with BM cells significantly increased the union score of spinal fusion compared with the nonenriched bone matrix when BM clot was added to each of these groups [36]. This effect was not observed when the BM clot was absent from the enriched bone matrix, suggesting that the BM clot provides the growth factors that
initiate cell differentiation, and emphasizing the importance of the cellular components in enhancing bone formation [36]. Previous studies support this conclusion as they found that the implantation of cultured BM cells in porous hydroxyapatite (HA) particles resulted in good bone formation in vivo and that treatment with dexamethasone further improved bone formation. These reports showed that porous HA particles and dexamethasone enhanced the differentiation of the MSCs into osteogenic cells. Viable marrow cell-stimulated osteogenesis was supported by the relatively few osteogenic progenitor cells present in the whole marrow cell population, which attached to the surface of the HA particles [37–39]. Similarly, in the context of spinal fusion efficiency, Minamide and colleagues claimed, based on their studies using cultured MSCs, that the number of cells added to the graft is critical for achieving bone formation that can satisfy spinal fusion score and the addition of the cells to the appropriate scaffold can serve as a good alternative for autologous grafts [40]. However, the addition of cells even at high concentrations was not superior to BMPs added as protein in inducing bone formation [40]. The benefit of cell enrichment in terms of spinal fusion rates was also reported in large animal models when using either HA ceramics [41] or tricalcium phosphate [16]. Kruyt and colleagues supported these findings in a comparative study using several types of scaffolds and demonstrated the positive effects of cell enrichment over a cell-free scaffold [42]. Therefore, the MSCs repertoire seems be important in the formation of a solid bone bridge during spinal fusion; however, this cellular fraction requires the presence of the appropriate osteogenic induction to initiate their differentiation.

Osteogenic factors: relevance & limitations

An important component that can significantly influence osteoinduction are the osteogenic factors that promote the induction of bone formation. BMPs are the most popular proteins to be studied during the last decade for spinal fusion. The vast majority of the BMPs were delivered to the operation site as recombinant proteins [43–46]. The rationale behind using these factors lies in the fact that while the standard procedure involves the harvest of autologous bone and its implantation and fixation in the spine, spinal fusion could be achieved by adding recombinant BMPs to bone matrix substitutes and the postoperation complications associated with the autologous bone harvest could be avoided. The reason why the use of recombinant BMPs has gained so much acceptance might be due to their high potency in both small and large animal models of spinal fusion [14,43,45–47]. Boden and colleagues demonstrated a successful spinal fusion using rhBMP-2 and statistically greater and faster improvement in patient-derived clinical outcome in a clinical pilot study compared with the use of autograft, with no remarkable side effects in a 1-year follow-up study [48]. However, the use of recombinant BMPs encountered several limitations, such as the high megadoses usually required to achieve spinal fusion in humans [48], and the postoperative complications that are related to the presence of the protein itself. Examples of these complications include vertebral osteolysis [44,49] and heterotopic bone formation [50], which might cause neurologic impairment if formed in the lumbar canal [51]. A meta-analysis performed in 2007 concluded that, based on economic evaluation, the use of BMPs for spinal fusion is unlikely to be cost-effective, despite the finding that BMP-2 in spinal fusion surgery seems to be more clinically effective than autologous bone graft in terms of radiographic spinal fusion among patients with single-level degenerative disc disease [52].

These limitations, therefore, encouraged researchers to find more cost-effective approaches that can achieve high rates of spinal fusion success. One of the emerging strategies is the gene delivery of osteogenic growth factors. The rationale is that the transduced cells of the patient will produce the growth factors, instead of injection of large amounts of exogenously produced proteins. This approach is based on the premise that the production cost of extracted or recombinant proteins is significantly higher than that of DNA replication and the use of gene therapy may provide a more prolonged delivery of the desired signal, solving one of the theoretical problems associated with administering a single bolus of osteoinductive protein [53]. Direct gene therapy utilizes two major routes: viral-based and nonviral gene delivery. Since viral-based gene delivery has been found more efficient, it has been more employed in the field of spinal fusion. Most of the gene therapy-based spinal fusions were performed utilizing viral vectors encoding for osteogenic factors. Spinal fusion was achieved...
using viral vectors in rodents [54-56], including rabbits [57]. The genes that were delivered were mostly from the BMP family [55-58]; however, other osteogenic factors such as Nell-1 [54] and OP-1 [59,60] were also used.

Owing to the safety limitations associated with viral-based gene delivery, current research is focused on safer and adequately effective gene therapy approaches such as nonviral gene delivery.

The carrier
Posterolateral spinal fusion requires bone formation and bridging of the gap between two adjacent transverse processes, while overcoming the difficult healing environment and the distractive forces. The main function of carriers in the management of spinal fusion varies depending on their chemical, physical and biological properties, and depending on whether their administration is carried out in conjunction with other agents or cells, or not. Carriers such as demineralized bone matrix (DBM) can serve as substitutes for bone grafts in spinal fusion owing to their osteoinductive and osteoconductive properties [61-64]. Synthetic carriers such as HA and tricalcium phosphate are only osteoconductive [65-67], and are best used in conjunction with osteoinductive agents such as rhBMP-2 [68-71]. The osteoconductive property of carriers remains important and might be beneficial in the clinical setting as it can increase rhBMP-2 potency and therefore reduce the dosage required for spinal fusion [69].

Genetically engineered MSCs for spinal fusion
Genetically engineered MSCs are cells that have undergone a controlled genetic modification **ex vivo**. Genetically engineered MSCs implanted at the site of desired spinal fusion might be of great benefit if they highly express any of the osteogenic growth factors such as BMPs. This cell population has a great advantage owing to the following:

- These stem cells provide the cellular component required for the cell differentiation that forms the new bone tissue;

- Stem cells might be genetically engineered to express and secrete osteogenic growth factors such as BMPs that exert their effect on the implanted stem cells themselves or the stem cells residing at the surrounding tissue;

- Technically, stem cells are usually easy to obtain from the patients themselves and therefore skip the immunogenic response;

- Stem cells have growth capacities that enable them to be grown **ex vivo** in many biomaterials that can further serve as scaffolds supporting osteoconductive parameters.

The current studies on genetically engineered MSCs for spinal fusion have been restricted to small animal models and the use of BMPs as osteoinductive growth factors [28,72-77]. The use of BMP-2 [54-56], BMP-6 [28] and BMP-9 [72] induced successful spinal fusion by both radiographic examination and manual palpation. There was no significant difference in spinal fusion efficiency when either collagen matrix or guanidine hydrochloride-extracted demineralized bone matrix was used, owing to the robust osteoinductive effect of BMP-2 delivered **ex vivo** to MSCs via adeno-viral vectors [73]. In addition, an exogenously controlled gene expression system of BMP-2 in MSCs demonstrated that within 4 weeks since the initial implantation of the cells, BMP-2 induction in the first week is sufficient to obtain spinal fusion [75]. This privilege of controlling the gene expression is attributed to the use of genetically engineered MSCs that is usually difficult to perform with other systems [73-79]. Our group recently showed successful spinal fusion in a murine posterolateral model using genetically engineered adipose tissue stem cells (ASCs) (Figure 1) [28]. In this study, ASCs were transfected with BMP-6 expression vector using nucleofection, and were injected to the lumbar paravertebral muscle of immunodeficient mice. Micro-CT analysis showed formation of bony bridging between 2–3 spine segments 5 weeks postinjection (Figure 1). The bone tissue formed following ASC injection was similar to vertebral bone by means of bone density and trabeculation (Figure 1, cross sections). Fluorescent and light microscopy analysis performed on sections of the spinal fusion site showed a major contribution of the injected cells to the newly formed bone. Differentiated cartilage and bone cells labeled with the fluorescent red-color CM-DiI were identified within the newly formed bone, proving their origination from CM-DiI-labeled ASCs (Figure 2A & B). To confirm this result, immunohistochemical analysis was performed and identified porcine vimentin within the section indicating the contribution of ASCs to bone formation within the site of spinal fusion (Figure 2C-F).
Discussion & future perspective

As was mentioned previously, the use of genetically engineered MSCs for application in spinal fusion is promising as it has great potential to overcome most of the limitations associated with the current strategies. However, the use of genetically engineered MSCs is associated with many factors that might influence the success of this strategy. These factors need to be addressed to achieve the optimal performance in each factor as a separate component and then the whole combination of these factors must be tested. Figure 3 summarizes the main concept presented in this review in multistep manner.

The availability of MSCs in adult tissues such as iliac crest-derived BM and adipose tissue should be exploited. No biological benefit in using either BM or adipose tissue-derived MSCs have been shown in inducing spinal fusion in a rat model. However, adipose tissue seems to be more feasible for the clinical setting, mainly due to the higher incidence of MSCs in this tissue (≈1 per 103 nucleated cells) compared with the BM, and the relatively low risks associated with lipoaspiration. The long-term culture required to obtain a concentrated population of MSCs is still a limitation in approving clinical trials using these cells. The culture expansion stage is extremely costly and time consuming, and in many cases the cells may lose their multipotentiality in vivo and fail to meet the desired goal. Rubio et al. reported that cultured MSCs could undergo spontaneous transformation as a consequence of the in vitro expansion. Our group tested the feasibility of utilizing BM-derived MSCs from an immuno-isolated cell fraction for in vivo bone tissue engineering without expanding these cells in culture. This study demonstrated the feasibility of immuno-isolation of MSCs from BM based on expression of the surface molecule CD105 (endoglin), and that the resulting CD105-positive fraction can be implanted in vivo and
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respond to the presence of rhBMP-2 by undergoing osteogenic differentiation [25]. This clinically promising strategy still needs to be applied for adipose tissue and scaled-up to obtain the higher numbers of immuno-isolated cells that would be clinically relevant.

Another critical component in the success of the genetically engineered MSC approach is the gene delivery. Cell differentiation and formation of significant osteogenic tissue depends on the presence of an adequate number of cells expressing and secreting the osteoinductive growth factor. Adenoviral vectors have been shown to be highly efficient in preclinical studies [73,74,76–78,81,82]; however, the risk of toxicity and potential activation of the innate immunity following administration of adenoviral vectors compromises its safety in humans [83–86]. Nonviral vectors hold a higher clinical potential owing to the lack of viral components. On the other hand, the effort to develop efficient nonviral gene delivery systems is still taking place. Nucleofection, an electropermeabilization-based method of gene delivery into cell suspensions, has been shown to be highly efficient in primary MSCs from either BM [87–89] or adipose tissue [28]. In our work, nucleofection was enough to induce in vivo bone formation in ectopic site [88] and in a murine spinal fusion model [28]. Scaling-up the current nonviral methods, such as nucleofection, is critical to obtain adequate numbers of transfected cells that can achieve spinal fusion in large animals and humans.

Implantation of genetically engineered MSCs at the spine-surrounding tissues in a simple cell suspension will cause them to diffuse and eventually lead to failure of spinal fusion. The cells should be delivered to the implantation site via a carrier that provides a physically and biologically supportive environment for the cells. Current work is focused on trying to find an injectable material that would provide a noninvasive or minimally invasive approach to the spine. Fibrin gel is an example of such a scaffold that has

Figure 2. Contribution of the donor genetically engineered porcine adipose tissue-derived stem cells to spinal fusion bone mass formation. Porcine adipose tissue stem cells nucleofected as previously reported [28,88] with bone morphogenetic protein 6 were stained with CM-DiI and 5 × 10^6 cells were injected into paraspinal muscle of nonobese diabetic/severe combined immunodeficiency mice. The murine spines were harvested 5 weeks after the injection, fixed in paraffin and histological analysis of the sections was performed (A–F). The sections for fluorescent microscopy were counterstained with DAPI and CM-DiI-labeled cells are identified by red color ((A & B) different sites). The sections of fused spine were stained with immunohistochemical staining for the porcine mesenchymal marker vimentin and positive staining (in red) was shown by horseradish peroxidase (C–F) in x10 (C & D) and x40 (E & F) magnifications. The counterstaining was performed with hematoxylin (in blue). The fusion mass revealed bone (C & E) and cartilage-like tissue (D & F). White arrows show the intact bone and green arrows show the new bone formation sites. The dotted lines in figures C & D represent the location of the magnification depicted in E & F, respectively. Reproduced from [28].
been successfully used for delivery of cells [28,90] or BMPs [91] in animal spinal fusion models. The use of fibrin gel appears promising as it provides a minimally invasive approach, and a supportive initial environment for cell engraftment, and prevents undesired leakage of the injected cells or proteins. The implantation proposed here and in our previously published studies is minimally invasive since the cells are delivered in hydrogel using an injectable approach that does not require the open operation that is commonly used today. We envision that the bone formation will be incremental, will require several injections under X-ray guidance and will enable shaping of the bone mass, decreasing the possibility of additional operations to remove excess bone formation. In addition, we expect that the recovery of the patient from such injections will not require long-term hospitalization and will be performed in several sessions with a few weeks’ interval.

Further studies are required to test the efficiency of these systems in large animals.

Putting all of these components together into one ‘package’ would require careful planning and a step-by-step quality control policy that would insure safe and efficient clinical outcome.
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Executive summary

**Intervertebral disc disorders & spinal fusion**
- Low back pain is a medical and social problem caused by intervertebral disc degeneration.
- Spinal fusion is one of the most common surgical treatments.
- Current approaches for spinal fusion have several limitations.
- Stem cell-mediated spinal fusion might perform high success rate of spinal fusion.

**The role of osteogenic factors in spinal fusion**
- Osteogenic proteins such as bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are currently in use for spinal fusion.
- These factors are biologically efficient but not necessarily cost effective.
- BMP-2 is the most commonly used growth factor for spinal fusion.
- Direct gene therapy have been suggested as a tool to overcome limitations associated with using osteogenic growth factors (proteins).

**The role of the carrier**
- The carrier in spinal fusion might be osteoinductive, osteoconductive or both.
- Osteoinductive carriers are required whenever a high osteogenic effect is required.
- Injectable carriers are of great clinical potential owing to the low invasive procedure.

**Genetically engineered mesenchymal stem cells for spinal fusion**
- Stem cells such as mesenchymal stem cells are multipotent cells that can differentiate into several tissue types.
- Genetically engineered stem cells combine several components, each one of which might be critical for the success of spinal fusion.
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